LiveU is driving the live video revolution, providing live video streaming for TV, mobile, online and social media. Let your audience become part of your story with high-quality and flawless live video, transmitted from anywhere in the world, through the use of our patented bonding and video transport technology. LiveU creates a consistent bandwidth and a reliable connection so you can acquire, manage and distribute high quality remote live broadcasts over IP.

Our broad portfolio of products sets the industry standard for live video production. From backpacks to smartphones, and satellite/cellular hybrid to external antenna solutions, LiveU offers a complete range of devices for live video coverage anytime, anywhere. In addition, LiveU offers extensive cloud-based management and video distribution solutions.

With over 3,000 customers in 130+ countries, LiveU’s technology is the solution of choice for global broadcasters, sports organizations, production companies, and social media.
AWARD-WINNING PORTFOLIO

LiveU Central
All-IP Cloud Management Platform

Cloud IP Solutions

PORTABLE
- LU600
  Top performing 4K HEVC unit for news and live sports coverage
- LU300
  Compact, cost-effective HEVC encoder for high quality video on-the-go
- LU-Smart
  Bonded transmission for mobile phones
- LiveU Solo
  Best-in-class ‘plug and play’, bonded live streaming solution for digital media
- LU610
  Top performing 4K HEVC rack mount encoder for vehicles and fixed locations
- LU210/LU220
  Cost-effective and versatile hybrid rack-mount encoders
- LU300e
  Powerful compact HEVC contribution encoder
- LiveU Xtender
  Active external antenna for extra-strong resiliency in extreme scenarios

VEHICLE & FIXED
- LiveU Matrix
  Next Generation IP Video Distribution Platform
- LiveU AI
  Story-centric AI solution for global newsgathering

IP SOLUTIONS
- LU4000
- LU2000

DECODERS
- LiveU Control
- LiveU Matrix
- LiveU AI
- Cloud Server
- LiveU Xtender
- LU300e
- LU210/220
- LU610
- LU-Smart
- LiveU Solo
- LU600

Field Units

Cloud Solutions

For more information:
2 University Plaza, Suite 505, Hackensack,
New Jersey 07601, USA
Tel: 1-(201)-742-5228

www.liveu.tv/contact_us
www.facebook.com/liveu.fans
www.twitter.com/liveu